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2 Now 1
 
A Cool calm breeze meandered through the kingdom. Voices filled with Joy hearts
bubbling forth with laughter. Regrets find no home amongst their thrones and off
they go into the sunset never alone. Pain is an alien resident in the land they
occupy. New pages unwritten songs unfinished love has been accomplished and
gave birth to two beautiful people bid your singleness adieu.
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A Letter
 
Filled with emotions my heart inks pages full of devotion.
The words on the pages screaming for your attention
In hopes you’ll notice
I long to see your smiling face, lacey brown hair
The look in your eyes on those faithful nights
Embraces ever so tight trying to preserve the moment in time
Our moment in time
Rain drops from cloudy skies describe the way I feel inside
When things between you and I aren’t right
Thoughts of you fuel my flight soaring higher then
A kite in the hands of innocence truly a gift in this sense
This is real…I need not lift my eyes heavenwards
To acknowledge the sun stands in its place to time indefinite
Nor downwards to speculate if the earth is yet still
Beneath my feet. So then nor do I deny the power love
For you holds over me.
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Absence
 
Silent nights give way to restless hours under moonlight showers I fight with all
my power to maintain my emotional balance in your absence truly a talent
 
Your the finest apple of an orchards harvest the brightest star on the darkest of
nights the prettiest girl in my sights I close my eyes ever so tight in hopes of
dreaming of you tonight
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Brave Hearted
 
I braved this oceans unsettling sway only to face my demise in loves sold out
play. Pain is strong but love can kill if that’s its will I bid it adieu. My final
thoughts in these last somber moments are questions is this really worth it. To
face this death of the mind, heart and soul. I played the role I played it well the
fool of love my folly is known
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Champion Of Love
 
Pain is loves companion emotion is its star
champion groomed at times to destroy,
disrupt and abandon. Its dreams are absurd
for it endures when the flames subside and
love no longer resides. It listens to the hearts
message but these are full of empty words
and deception. Crooked things it ignores to
maintain the evidence of the glory of this
love that was, but no longer is. Strong once,
now hidden in circumstance as it enjoys one
last tango one dance one last chance at so
called fates hand. It dances with ignorance
as the clock ticks away. Reality is caged as it
were and the key is thrown away. Minutes
seem as though forever and a day, we wait.
No one can tell this champion the game is
done the time is nigh love is gone and there
are to be no more love songs. This is how it
ends never really ending but it is finally
done. The conclusion is open ended so we’ll
never know if it is truly over. But we will
always know how it begun the champion of
love and how the song is sung.
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Complicated
 
Love complicates ones used to be happy state
One-sided love devastates when
Manifested in a lonely place
Two people can’t share the same love for
Feelings have their rightful place
Inside each one and grows at their own pace
I concur with my minds eye the
Future I dream may never be realized
I dare though to let fantasy run its course
Day dreaming of what could but
Probably will never be
This place I find myself in so fascinates
Cold feelings relate as nervousness coincides
With first dates
This place is cold, cramp and dark
What’s more is am all alone. Who though can
Shade me from the impulses of my own hearts desires?
Which seated upon loose foundation often leads to
Rocky starts
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Embedded
 
Though darkness for certain will come, though pain may seem to reign supreme.
Love endures all things. Her heart conquers the evil in me. Softens my face and
liquefies my heart. In any space, moment in time our paths are always
intertwined. Embedded in my mind to time indefinite is her sweetness her
innocence her very being are written in my eyes so I constantly see. Curves for
days no horizon in sight. Her beauty will never fade. Her qualities are always in
plain sight. Oh might I keep her, this treasure so precious so right. Bind us into
one in truth under suns light. She knows my intentions she knows my dreams.
She is my queen and occupies all of my being.
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Goodbye
 
A Cool calm breeze meandered through the kingdom. Voices filled with Joy hearts
bubbling forth with laughter. Regrets find no home amongst their thrones and off
they go into the sunset never alone. Pain is an alien resident in the land they
occupy. New pages unwritten songs unfinished love has been accomplished and
gave birth to two beautiful people bid your singleness adieu.
 
Alex Segree
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If...
 
If we must face tribulations may we do it with hands clasped and an ever
increasing ability to manifest compassion.
 
If we must let go let us let go of our inhibitions that breed anxiety and contribute
to the demise of peace.
 
If we must share ourselves may we do so unselfishly with the ones we love for
there is wisdom in the up building of ones foundation.
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Last Breath
 
With my last breath id declare my unceasing love before the nations from the
very roof tops id scream! No force on earth can damage my determination to
secure your hand in marriage and  a future as fairy tale as they come. Id face the
torrent valleys crawl if i must through thorns and thistles to reach you and to
have you in my arms. Hear your words as though whispered sweet to hear as
honey from combs of plenty. Id give my last pennies to acquire such a rare jewel
as you princess of my peace securer of my happiness. I will unselfishly love you
until the end of time and this is my word sealed with a kiss on the forehead of
the one with the key to my heart.
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Love Remains Yet Situations Change
 
Love remains yet situations change
Hearts ripped torn and gone astray
Shadows darkness gloomy nights invade
My hearts once beautiful paradise
Thoughts perish feelings die with
Memories once cherished like it was all
A lie strong or not flesh is weak this
Chaos does not befit the meek we all
Aspire for something higher why couldn’t
you be that height? My words don’t take
Lightly or fear them for who could conquer fear
If you fear, fear itself
I walk with the confidence and a solid one at that
As this portal of love I’ve opened has shown me
So much now I wonder what the fuss was all about
My soul feels utter disgust
For my heart has been put through so much
Sealed with the common trust we share in the love we’ve
Expressed
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Mon Amie
 
You are the best even though flaws persist we all have them sometimes we can’t
resist. You are the best for without the rest you wouldn’t be you and I value a
test. Attached I am to you as glue binded our hearts from two to one. You make
me feel so cool when I’m beside you what am I to do. Id give my life if it meant
yours or my heart if it was the cure. Known to you are my interior thoughts
intimacy guarded at all cost, trust of diamond bonded steel I’m yours forever
more you'll always be adored. Your capacity for warmth caring concern is ever so
great make no mistake no regrets no matter what it takes maintain your loving
state. I only hope our flames burn eternal best friends for life we'll always be
cordial.
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My Beloved
 
My light of night... spark of life... your heart I’ll never betray ill say it twice. You
mean the world to me your the essence of all things I could ever dream a mate
to be. Your doubt brings clouds and storms... but the calm after is ever so warm
and fear finds no home amongst our thrones, for like a queen ill treat thee from
the day I bend my knee. The world will see how great we'll be. Your worries are
my worries your pain is my pain your enemy is my nemesis your dreams are my
dreams forever is ours you'll see. You’re a delicate flower deserving of loves
showers I love you for you. Body Mind and spirit displayed everyday, I so cherish
our friendship and the time we've invested. Never will our love perish!
 
Alex Segree
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My Day Dream
 
“My Day Dream”
 
 
I dream a dream scored with loves songs.
Eyes closed I imagine you’re here with me.
I soar to heights of emotions never reached before.
If I fall I fall in love for my heart is with you always.
My days are cluttered with dreams my mind full of things so serene.
Many times you ask me why, why you.
Today under these velvety black laced skies
Your answer awaits, you are my superstar you are my day dream you are my all
and Everything, your essential to me being me.
 
In moments of emotional despair I'll be there
In moments of pain and anguish I'll be there
In moments of anger I'll be there
In moments of moments of moments
I will take my permanent place
A fixture to time indefinite
forever yours
forever
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My Heart
 
You are everything and without you I can not stand.
The strength I manifest is only because you build me up.
I want you to be happy i want you to succeed to reach heights
you desire to ascend with grace and elegance.
I want to walk with you through lighted streets where they dance and flicker to
the rhythm of our hearts.
I listen to you intently i hang on your every word.
Anticipation to your every need i listen to fulfill these in full accord.
You are strong you are beautiful you are my waking concern.
You are my heart and it is you I adore.
 
Alex Segree
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Reach
 
I reach towards the future with eyes full of hope.
I reach towards the future while some cower
In fear of the unknown. I set my eye on the things
unseen behold them as if tangible things.
I anticipate and plot the course anxiety diminished
I push ahead full force. I have doubts but they can’t
sway my solid determination to reach my destination
I hold fast to the things that are real. Forever is what you make it.
We move in silence victory is for the taking
achievement, success in the making.
Dignity and honor stand tall in your crowning hour
as people see the power reflected by you as you reach!
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Restless Life
 
The sun has seen its day now the moon lights the night. Owls hoot and crickets
chirp and set the mood for slumber aright. I toss and turn only to discern a
restful sleep is not in order for the night. Plagued with thoughts I toss and turn to
and fro with no end in sight.
 
Peace of mind trapped in the passage of time how I long for time to rewind so I
might capture this and relate it to all mankind. The moon shines and glimmers
off the pond and reflects on my wall like rainfall. I begin to dose off.
 
I awake to sunlight. The sun has risen to dance on the big blue dance floor once
more. Showers of warmth ensue from above most coveted in December up
north. My mind begins to wonder as loud as thunder yet contained in my own
domain. Even as I am not at rest I am not conscious to the immediate things. I
am restless at rest equates to me being a wreck while conscious my mind
continues to ramble on like a locomotive without brakes.
 
Life has no brakes till you breathe your last breath until then your locked in a
race to the end.
 
Alex Segree
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Save Me
 
Adversity as if an army of million men against one the odds are seen as a
disastrous end. Though I rise from the pit through the shadows content to breath
again. I rage on in the face of the multitudinous gathering of men. I face my
enemies determined to bring them to an end. The battle is yet won when I hear a
voice from within. My queen calming my anger dispersing my rage. Containing
my explosions ushering forth compassion and smothering anxiety and
replenishing my heart. I turn from my rampage and am lost in her art. How
many fathoms down what depth did I sink before she reached in and pulled me
out, what strength she manifests. What love she carries and dispenses for those
who she cares about.
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The Day
 
The night grows tired and its darkness is engulfed by dawn’s rays. The window
magnifies its beautiful characteristics and brightens the room and warms the
entry ways. The grass is moist with dew the chickens are out of their coop. The
wind dances with the dirt roadways like kids at play. The sun continues to climb
until noon. The clock tic tocks and time seems to evade its keeper all too soon.
No gloom here no rainy days at least not today we say. The day is far from over
the story has just begun the contents are what you make it so lets have some
fun. Scenic lush and beautiful the landscape is you capture a mental picture and
tuck it away for a day of dreams. Birds singing songs in hopes you will sing along
passersby  wave and proceed on their way their routine their day. Why are you
home go explore enjoy your day. We are fragile and time always seems to get
away. Humans absorb so much and yet neglect and forget the need to stay in
touch. The earth is beautiful enjoy it every minute everyday.
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Two Now One
 
A Cool calm breeze meandered through the kingdom. Voices filled with Joy hearts
bubbling forth with laughter. Regrets find no home amongst their thrones and off
they go into the sunset never alone. Pain is an alien resident in the land they
occupy. New pages unwritten songs unfinished love has been accomplished and
gave birth to two beautiful people bid your singleness adieu.
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